


most important, closely related to

the spiral, which symbolizes energy

or the l ife force. Because it echoes

the shapes of the heavenly bodies-

the sun, the moon, and, as humanity

later would discover, the earth

itself-the circle has always stood

for the cosmic order and the spirit

that animates the cosmos. For Native

\mericans the circle of the cosmos

(punctuated by the six directions)

provided the sacred model for all

human activities. All of life was

given ritual meaning by incorporat-

ing the circle into everyday

detail-from the circular arrange-

ment of  dtel l ings.  to eat ing,

meeting. and dancing in circles, to

artifacts such as the medicine wheel.

As an irnage of eternity-often pic-

tured as a snake with its tail in its

mouth-the circle also symbolized

the o-clical nature of life, the wheel

that is er-er turning. Immutable, the

circle in the Christian tradition,

along rvith the ring, becomes a

rnonogram for God, "who was in the

beginning, is now, and ever shall be,

'n'ithout end." The center of the cir

cle, too, suggests a cosmic and

spiritual focal point, while the enclo-

sure the c i rc ie provides is an image

of protection. It's no wonder that the

circle is the template for holy places

and rites, particularly those pertain-

ing to fertility. Circular forms make

us keenly aware of the process of
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says, it?s a "place of shifting scales-

of changes in size, color, light or

feeling-and if a space has a very

strong identity, it is not functioning

as transitional space even if it is

physically a passageway."

For one of  her c l ients,  she

painted a second-story screened-in

porch, used for teaching yoga

classes, in a range of greens, bring-

ing the serenity of the treetops

outside and the garden below into

the space itself. The interior medi-
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SPIRITUAL GARDENING

tation room she designed as the

transition into Stephen Fluyler's

spiritual garden in Maine was

envisioned as an extension of the

garden, facil i tating the journey

from inside to outside and back.

Karen used more than 500 pig-

ments in the space, the colors of

the natural world-reds to oranges

to yellows to blues to purples to

peach and then back to reds-

blending into one another with

extraordinary subtlety and depth.

Written on the walls beneath the

layers of paint-invisible to the

eye, but present nonetheless-are

words of inspiration drawn from

poems and other writ ings compiled

by Huyler, his friends, and men-

tors. The ceil ing of the room is

painted as sky, and niches in the

walls hold spiritual statuary. The

glass doors giving out onto the gar-

den are covered in gold leaf,

signaling the transition from one

plane to another.

Above left: Landscape designerChrA

Jacobson's city garden is a *safe zone olf

green,o a place of respite erperienced

from inside the house as u;ell as outsi.de.

Above right: Steps create dffirent

letsels of erperience in the journey

through this spiritual garden.

Right Stephen Huyler's meditatinn

room and the gilded doors that ghte

uay to his garden sa.nctuary.



The tree which fills
. lthe arms grew from

the tiniest sprout . . .

the journey of a

thousand miles

commenced with a

single step.

f,a.o'I'zu

work as "planting seeds of opportu-
' nity, planting seeds of heart."

Specific rites of devotion can

also be a part of spiritual gardening.

The garden designed for Richard

Riordan, the mayor of Los Angeles,

by architect James F{eaton III and

landscape architect Dennis Kurutz, is

a place of respite and meditation. At

its center, amid the surrounding

lawn, rose garden, and fruit trees, is

Opposite top:/n Jami Lin'sfeng shui
garden, a1fire ritual perforrned at
each new rroon conaeys blessings upon

friends and clients,

Opposite bottorn: Ritual puifi.cation
is a part of all spiritua.l traditianx; h.ere,
in a Zen garden, a wa.ter basin and spout
marh thz jountey inn sar:red spa.ce.

Righh Chrrs Jacobson's altar includes a
lion's headlfountain as well asfragrant
herbs, stones, a,nd otherfound objects,
and is the garden'slfocal point oisible

from the garden and the dining room,

GARDEN]NG T'OR THE SOUL

a private chapel; built in the timber

and stone Italian Renaissance style

of the main house, the chapel will

accommodate six to eight people.

It is filled with Cathoiic icons and

statuary, including an image of

St. Francis; three niches, symbolic of

the Trinity, grace its walls. The land

has been deliberately graded upward

behind the chapel to encourage the

growth of moss and algae and has

made the building look mottled with

age, like a centuries-old European

chapel. All around the periphery of

the property is a meditation trail;

this path is made of decomposed

granite in one area, then becomes a

grass walk near a lily pond, a mossy

area in another, and, close to the

chapel, a stone walk. Nestl.ed within

an arbor of wisteria is a teak medita-

tion bench. Other features of the

garden-a hidden gate? the ruins of

a circular tower-add to a deliberate

sense of mystery that is an essential

part of this beautifully designed

spiritual garden. The sacred spaces

Barrie Kavasch, a horticuiturist.

herbalist, writer, and artist, has cre-

ated draw on a different spiritual

tradition, that of Native America: the

medicine wheel gardens she has

designed for public view at the

Institute for American Indian Studies

and for her personal use invite a dif-

ferent kind of participation. As

Barrie points out, if there is a single

thread that links aII of the diverse

Native American peoples, it is what

she calls "the dance of reciprocity,"

the ritual gestures of giving thanks

for the bounty of nature. The

Institute's medicine wheel garden, an

eastern medicine wheel facing west,

is designed with areas symbolic of

the four cardinal directions. As is tra-
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THE GAIA

garden, plants around yarrow show enhanced growth.)

In Barrie's personal sacred space, a garden in a country

setting on the East Coast, she has planted a native

creeper? trumpet vine, underneath the most mature of

her black walnut trees. Although black walnuts are usu-

ally cited as extremely poor companions for other plants

(because of the chemicals their roots exude); in Barrie's

space this is a marriage made in heaven: The vine has

wound itself around the tree in a veritable embrace,

creating what Barrie calls a "cathedral" for humming-

birds who come to sup on the trumpets.

Honoring the earth as Mother also invites us to look

outside the precincts of our gardens. Barrie takes medita-

tive wal.ks along the nar ow anirnal trails that crisscross

her meadows and lawns, which show, in her words, "the

regular comings and goings of deer, coyotes, fox, rabbits,

wild turkeys, and occasional weasels and minks," imbuing

her property "with their urgencies and energies" and

deepening her own "sense of loving the land." She com-

ments, '(I feel a close restorative gratefulness on these

paths, since the paths of the woodland creatures reassure

me that the web of life is secure in my region. These are

the networks of livelihood that help to weave our organic

commitments, while assuring that our gardens will be the

local salad bar."

Environmental stewardship can also entail restoring

the web of life, as it has in Kansas City, Missouri, on the

Opposite: At the San Francisco Zen Center's Green Gulch
Farm (also hnousn as Green Dragon Temple) in Marin
County, Qalifornia, heirloom flou)ers are haroested for
cutting, bringing the sacred space of outdoors inside.

Above right: In this garden designed by Chris Jacobson, part
of the effort uas to recycle as much of the eristing garden as
possible, limiting the annout of debris that needed to be carted
ofi, Trees were sahsaged, as toere concrete, stones, and
pottery shards, and made d. pd.rt of the refurbished
landscape. Here, a runnel leads to a pond.
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grounds of Abiding Peace Lutheran Church, where four

acres of lawn have been transformed to create an outdoor

sanctuary for worshipers, members of the larger commu-

nity, and wildlife. On what was once prairie flatlands, the

church stands amid buildings, a shopping center, and a

K-Mart; up until eight years ago the treeless property was

nothing more than flat lawn, with a swampy area behind

the main buiiding. Mary Gerken, a parishioner who has

long been personally and professionally involved with

ecology (she works for the Environmental Protection

Agency), enlisted the help of the aptly named Jan Vinyard

from Longview Gardens to develop a new landscape

design for the church as part of a "creation-awareness

ministry." Native plants were chosen both because they
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